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1. EPISODE ONE – STRUCTURAL DESIGN
1.1 SIZE, SHAPE AND DIMENSIONS
1.1.1. TORI

Solaris has a spacecraft resembling shape, ideal for long years in space. The total linkage between
the tori, the spaceport and the spokes generates the equilibrium and resistance structure needed.
The space settlement is completed by cylindrical spokes (again, this shape being used for all the
reasons above) and 5 tori. After analyzing a series of round or curvy shapes, the torus proved to be
the best choice.
Shapes analyzed

Cylinder

Pro’s

Con’s
Residents can see the opposite sidepsychological impact; It requires a large air
volume; Natural sunlight is hard to obtain;
Expansion is achievable by enlarging the
length of the cylinder

Spacious
Gravity is constant

Tube

More space; Constant
gravity; Not a lot of air
volume necessary; Easy to
expand

Natural sunlight is not available, and
therefore creating psychological stress to
inhabitants; Is not space efficient

Torus

Gravity is constant; It
provides the right amount of
space; Natural light for the
whole volume is obtainable
using mirrors

Expansion is difficult; Due to structural
stress large tori are hard to construct

As for the size, Solaris is able to accommodate up to 10,000 permanent inhabitants, disposed on the
three floors of each of the two residential tori. Allocating 200 𝑚2 for each resident, the radius of a
residential torus adds up to 525.5 m.
The rationale for the number of Solaris’ permanent inhabitants resides both in the safety measures
and the engineering. More people imply a larger living volume, which is followed by greater costs
and more construction time.
Moreover, in the event of a rupture, it is more difficult to mend a larger structure than a small one.
The only disadvantage in a smaller structure is that expansion will be needed eventually.
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5,000/torus and 200 𝑚2 => 1,000,000 𝑚2 /torus and 2 𝑘𝑚2 total residential area.

From the width of the torus, 100 m results that the circle’s length: 2πr has to be equal to 3,300 m,
which leads us to the final result of the torus’s radius: 525.5 m.
Solaris is endowed with two residential tori, a research and laboratory tori and since safety is most
important, two energy, storage and maintenance tori, one for each residential one.

1.1.2. SPOKES

Spokes are cylindrical structure, meant to make the connection between one or more tori.
Furthermore, spokes have adjacent structures in their composure, in which may reside different
material storage units.

1.2. DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS
1.2.1. TORI

Torus

Radius

Height

Residential

525.5 m

100m

Laboratory

750m

75m

Energy

300m

50m

Component link

Radius

Height

Residential to Research

r=23m

h=28m

Energy to Residential

r=17m

h=28m

Spaceport

r=30m

h=30m

Resistance for Spaceport

r=30m

h= 37m

1.2.2. SPOKES AND SPACEPORT
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The Spaceport is located at the centre of Solaris and is accessible through spaces between the 8
spokes linking the tori. Eventually, the spaceport will be foreseen with a phosphorescent material
which will help space crafts and space shuttles “solarize”, or land.

1.3. GENERAL LAYOUT

1.3.1. GENERAL LAYOUT OF SOLARIS

Solaris is made of five tori: two residential ones, two energy ones and a research torus. Two thruster
sections placed on two separate tori also exist above the energy tori. All sections are connected
through spokes, while the spaceport and command centers are placed in the centre of Solaris. With a
radius 200 m smaller than the radius of the research torus, and 100 m smaller for the two research
tori, three mirrors reflect light into the plant floor of the residential torus.

Solaris is not very centered and gathered up. It is rather made up of tori, and in the unlikely event of
an explosion or severe damage to a component of the ship, the others would be safe and free to
dislocate and leave with the help of Falcon 9, adjacent scouts, etc.
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Due to important safety reasons, it is crucial that separate components of Solaris do not heavily
depend on one another and are not stuck together.
Therefore, Solaris is bringing something new with settlements’ design, and a key aspect - the fact
that components of larger settlements should be separated and linked only regarding communication
between sectors, and not linked structurally for all the reasons above.
Side view

Side view wireframe
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Top view

Top view wireframe
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Perspective top

1.3.2. ALLOCATION OF AREAS

Area

Location

Residential

Residential tori

Office and work

Residential tori

Research

Research torus

Parks

Residential tori
and research

Surface

Volume

Surface of level
(=678868𝑚2 )

1/3 Volume of torus

Surface of level
(=678868𝑚2 )

1/3 Volume of torus

Surface of torus × 3
(=989100𝑚2 )

Total Volume of
torus(=74182500𝑚3 )

½ Surface of
Entertainment zone

7

(=7542977.66𝑚3 )
(=7542977.66𝑚3 )

-

(=30743.4𝑚2 )

torus

Entertainment

Residential tori

power and
energy

Solaris rays

glass

Solaris rays

metal
processing

Solaris rays

the textile

Storage level,
Residential tori

fiber

Solaris rays

robotics

Research torus

ceramic

Solaris rays

paper

Solaris rays

Research torus

food
processing

Storage level,
Residential tori
and Research
torus

sugar

Storage level,
Residential tori
and Research

1/3 Volume of torus

Surface of one ray
(=1600𝑚2 )

Volume of one
ray(=16000𝑚3 )

Surface of one ray
(=1600𝑚2 )

Volume of one
ray(=16000𝑚3 )

Surface of one ray
(=1600𝑚2 )

3/20 × 1/3 of
Residential torus
(=525,5𝑚2 )

Surface of one ray
(=1600𝑚2 )

1/12 ×Research torus
(=80425)𝑚2

Industrial
zone

pharmaceutical

Surface of level
(=678868𝑚2 )

Surface of one ray
(=1600𝑚2 )
Surface of one ray
(=1600𝑚2 )
3/20 × 1/3 of
Research Torus
(=17662.5 𝑚2 )
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(=7542977.66𝑚3 )

Volume of one
ray(=16000𝑚3 )

-

Volume of one
ray(=16000𝑚3 )
Volume of one
ray(=16000𝑚3 )
Volume of one
ray(=16000𝑚3 )
-

6780𝑚2

-

2120𝑚2

-

torus
water
purification

1/6 of Residential
torus (=11314.46𝑚2 )

Storage level,
residential tori

Permanent
Population

Residential tori

5000 for each torus

-

Transiting

Up to 1500

Elevators

Spokes

Docking system

Spokes

Thrusters

Thruster section,
above energy
torus

Surface of thruster
torus

Volume of thruster
torus1

Spaceport

Interior of Solaris

2198𝑚2

-

Spaceport gates

Spaceport

-

Solar panels

Residential tori,
research torus,
energy torus

10𝑚2 ; 25 𝑚2
780800𝑚2

-

Outer space windows

Residential tori
and research
torus

100000𝑚2

-

Depends on spoke type and radius, details in
table above

1.3.3. SPACE DISTRIBUTION

power and energy

Area allocated per person (𝒎𝟐 )

glass

7

metal processing

20

the textile

7

fiber

7

robotics

7

Zone

1

20

Both the surface and the volume of the thruster torus are equivalent to the surface and volume of energy torus.
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ceramic

10

paper

6

pharmaceutical

6

food processing

10

sugar

5

water purification

10

residential

50

office and work

6

research

5

parks

20

entertainment

20

1.3.4. FLOOR DISTRIBUTION

The floors are placed as the inner area of the green tube is seen.
Practically, if the shape would not have been a closed torus but
a cylinder, Solariens would be able to see inhabitants on the
opposite side. For easier observation and understanding of the
maps regarding the floors, these have not observed the
placement entirely, and are theoretical tools for a better
explanation of both, floor placement and distribution and of the
activities and purpose of the each floor.
Solaris is composed of five tori with different functions and
purposes.
The central and the tori with the biggest radius is the research tori.
Connected symetrically upwards and downwards are the two residential tori. These have their
energy toruses attached.

Main floor

Secondary floor

Height Radius

Tall plants

15m

100m

Agriculture

4m

100m

Plant (2 floors 40m tall)
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Details
At every 500m of tall plants
resides a 500m long section of 4
floors of agriculture pllants.

Residential (1 floor
800m tall, distributed as
in the table)

Deposit (1 floor, 40 m
tall, distributed as in the
table)

Entertainment(2
floors)

20m

100m

Office(2 floors)

20m

100m

Residential(2
floors)

20m

100m

Extra life support
units

20m

50m

Transport

20m

Distributed in floors as described.

Distributed in floors as described.
50m

In order to optimize and efficiently use all the space available, the residential tori, inhabited by
Solariens, is made up of three main floors, as seen below.
On the first main floor resides the plant section, an area designed for agriculture and food
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production, since plants growth is proportional to the gravity. The lower the gravity, the faster they
grow. Another reason for posistioning the plant section on the first floor would be the unlimited
acess to sunlight, directed on a 24-hour cycle, more being explained in the Life Support System
Episode.
The residential floor is made up of circular driveways, of 8 houses each a central park. Parks are
different from neighbourhood to neighbourhood, encouraging social life among them and their
inhabitants. A neighbourhood is made
up of three driveways.
The neighbourhood structure and
space allocation will be thoughroughly
discussed in Episode Four - Human
Life Design.

The office floor is made of the main office building, where Solariens will work in order to keep the
settlement running, and the administration offices, one row of administration offices at every two
rows of engineering offices, life support organizations and
research locations.
Also, besides the
parks and the green
zones, coffee shops
and lunch areas are
present on the office
floor, to create and
maintain a proper work atmosphere. To complete the
relaxation and harmonious climate of Solariens, offices are surrounded by green zones.
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The entertainment area is made of a park that surrounds the
torus, and the two artificial river banks (detailed in Life
support episode), reside cinemas, shops and a carnival (the
empty area). Moreover, Solaris will have two plant floors,
each of them 40 m high, for perfect simulation of
atmospheric condition – fruther detailed in Life support
episode.

The scheme below fully explains the plant floor distribution,
but must be regarded as a section of the whole torus, as it has a total length of 3.3 km, therefore six
areas of distribution, three for tall plants and flora and another three for agricultural areas.

Each 40 m floor will be made of other two
floors designed for taller trees and plantes, with
a total height of 15 m alternating every 500 m
with four smaller (4m tall), 500 m long floors,
designed for agriculture.
The second main floor is occupied by the main
residential sector. This is distributed into
another three floors, the entertainment floor, the
office and work floor, and the residential floor.
Spacevators realize the connection among levels
and were especially designed for Solaris.
The third main floor consists of a storage area, used for extra water and food, transport and a
defense system base. It also has a smaller height of 50 m, and has two secondary floors, the extra
life support units floor and the transport and defense floor.
Th research torus is one of the most important part of Solaris. Human race has always seen the
space as the final limit. Building a settlement orbiting the Sun offers tremendous opportunities in
various research areas.

Main floor

Secondary floors

Radius

Genetics and Biology (2 floors)
Life support improvement

Height
15m

75m
Engineering (2 floors)
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10m

Research

Research (2 floors)

75m

10m

Energy and support

Energy conversion

75m

10m

Astrosimulations
Microgravity hotel

20m
75m

Hotel

10m

The energy tori are meant to generate energy to ensure the residential tori running, as the research
tori creates and transforms its own energy.

Main floor

Radius

Height

Energy conversion

50m

12.5m

Goods industries

50m

12.5m

Food industries

50m

12.5m

Recycling

50m

12.5m
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